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Comb filtering occurs when a signal is summed with a delayed version of itself. This can
occur in live or studio sound production when multiple microphones reproduce a single source.
The delay between microphone signals can be estimated using signal processing techniques and
the signals aligned by applying a compensating delay. Accurate delay estimation is important
for comb filter reduction as errors will lead to flanging effects on the input sources. This
paper offers a novel analysis of the accuracy of the Generalized Cross Correlation with Phase
Transform (GCC-PHAT) delay estimation technique when applied to arbitrary music signals
whereas previous research is mostly concerned with speech signals.

We show that the performance of GCC-PHAT is dependent on the choice of window used for
the Discrete Fourier Transform calculation and, for poor choice of window, may also be highly
dependent on the bandwidth of the incoming signal. This has not been explored previously
in the literature. Analysis is provided that shows that the side lobe characteristics affect the
accuracy of delay estimation, and windows that taper to 0 will provide the highest accuracy.
The derived results are further confirmed through analysis and experimentation with simulated
and real signals. In particular, the Hann or Blackman windows offer the highest performance
for a variety of musical signals, with over 90% accuracy for frame sizes over 256 samples, and
are unaffected by input signal bandwidth.

0 INTRODUCTION

A common technique in live and studio production is
to use multiple microphones to reproduce a single source,
for example as in Fig. 1. This commonly occurs with in-
struments such as guitar and pianos to get an accurate re-
production of different aspects of a single instrument that
then gives the sound engineer the flexibility to mix differ-
ent microphone signals together to produce the sound of
the instrument they specifically want.

It is difficult, and often undesired, to place the micro-
phones equidistant from the sound source, therefore the
sound from the instrument will arrive at each microphone
at a different time. When the microphones are mixed, this
is equivalent to summing a signal with a delayed version of
itself, which is known to cause comb filtering.

It is possible to reduce the effect of comb filtering by
applying a compensating delay to one of the microphone
signals to give the impression the source is arriving at each
microphone at the same time. This is traditionally done
by ear until the “phasiness” is reduced or by measuring
the distances between sources and microphones and calcu-
lating the difference in delays. With modern audio editing
software it is also possible to manually nudge audio regions

in line by eye or by ear. The problem with these methods
is they are unlikely to be accurate. Assuming a sampling
frequency of 44.1 kHz and a speed of sound of 344 m/s,
one sample delay is enough to cause a comb filter that is a
1st order low pass filter. This is equivalent to a difference
in source to microphone distance of just 0.0078 m. There-
fore, sample-accurate manual delay correction is almost
impossible. Adjusting delays by ear means that the comb
filtering may appear to be reduced for the sample of audio
you are listening to but if the audio changes, for example
if an instrument plays a different range of notes, the comb
filtering could reappear in the frequency range of the new
set of notes. Estimating delays by measuring distances has
its own problems as the speed of sound is not constant and
can easily be changed by temperature and humidity [1]. In
both cases if the source moves, the delays will change and
comb filtering will once again occur.

For accurate delay estimation signal processing has to be
employed using time delay estimation, or time difference of
arrival, methods. A number of methods have been proposed
and an overview can be found in [2]. This paper is con-
cerned with the Generalized Cross Correlation with Phase
Transform (GCC-PHAT) [3], which is a common method
in microphone array signal processing for beam forming
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Fig. 1. A common layout for reproducing a single source s with
multiple microphones x1 and x2.

and source localization [4], mostly for speech communica-
tion [5]. It has been adopted due to its low computational
complexity and ability to have different weightings applied
for different uses, such as the Phase Transform. The GCC-
PHAT allows sample accurate delay estimation while also
being able to track moving sources on a block-by-block
basis.

When using the GCC-PHAT for comb filter reduction
high accuracy is needed. If errors occur there is a risk of
introducing a flanging effect onto the source signal as the
delay compensation changes rapidly. There is a wide body
of research on this method, and testing its abilities in noisy
and reverberant environments, or with additional uncorre-
lated or correlated noise and the GCC-PHAT is generally
considered adequate in both cases [6]. There is little re-
search in the literature investigating how other properties
such as the window shape used and the input signal affects
the accuracy.

More recently delay estimation has been extended to mu-
sical settings , for example in loudspeaker system alignment
[7], system measurement tools [8], as well as proposals for
use in comb filter reduction [9,10, 11]. Work in [7] details
considerations that need to be taken when using arbitrary
signals, instead of traditional noise sources, for transfer
function calculation, such as averaging, accumulation, co-
herence measurement, and noise reduction. Many of these
techniques are applicable to delay estimation of musical
signals but have not been applied to this problem.

Other delay estimation techniques include Adaptive
Eigenvalue Decomposition [12] and Least Mean Square
estimation [13] that are based on using adaptive filters to
converge to a solution. These methods are more computa-
tionally complex and do not provide a significant increase
in accuracy [14].

This paper examines how the accuracy of GCC-PHAT
changes depending on the bandwidth of the incoming sig-
nal, which is unknown prior to calculation and how the
window function used in the GCC-PHAT calculation plays
an important part in achieving high accuracy of delay es-
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Fig. 2. Transfer function of a comb filter with a relative delay of
5 samples at 44.1 kHz sampling rate.

timation for comb filter reduction. It expands on previous
work by the authors in [11] by providing a theoretical ex-
planation of the effect of window size and bandwidth on
delay estimation accuracy and expands the experimental
analysis to a wider variety of instruments.

1 BACKGROUND

1.1 Comb Filtering
Comb filtering occurs when a signal is summed with a

duplicated, delayed version of itself. The sound of a comb
filter is usually described as being “phasey,” most likely due
to the fact that comb filtering forms the basis of flanging and
phasing effects. In music production comb filtering can also
occur when audio is duplicated, processed, and mixed with
the original signal, such as recording a guitar both direct
and through an amplifier and microphone. Additionally, it
can occur when stereo recordings are mixed to mono.

A single source, s being reproduced by two microphones
x1 and x2, as in Fig. 1 can be described as

x1[n] = s[n − τ1] (1)

x2[n] = s[n − τ2] (2)

where n is the current time step and τ1 and τ2 are the
delays associated with the sound source traveling from the
source position to the position of x1 and x2. Uncorrelated
noise, reverberation, and attenuation due to distance are not
considered. When the microphones are summed to become
x, in terms of s this is

x[n] = s[n − τ1] + s[n − τ2]. (3)

It can also be stated that

x2[n] = x1[n − τ] (4)

assuming τ2 > τ1 where τ = τ2 − τ1.
Comb filtering is so called due to the “comb” shaped

frequency response it produces, as seen in Fig. 2. It is char-
acterized by the peaks and troughs associated with the filter
that occur due to the cancellation and reinforcement of fre-
quencies along the audible spectrum. As a signal is delayed
in time, all frequencies are delayed by the same time, which
results in a linear phase shift across the spectrum, causing
some frequencies to cancel and others to reinforce. The
period of this reinforcement and cancellation is directly
related to the amount of delay that is occurring.

Amplitude difference between the microphones signal
also changes the frequency response of the filter. Equal
amplitude will result in complete rejection at the troughs
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whereas if the delayed signal is of a lower amplitude than
the direct signal, the filter will be less severe. Previous
research suggests comb filtering can be heard when the
delayed signal is as much as 18 dB lower in amplitude than
the direct signal [15].

1.2 Delay Estimation Using GCC-PHAT
It is not possible to estimate τ1 and τ2 directly from

Eq. (2) without any prior knowledge of s. Delay estimation
methods are commonly referred to as time difference of
arrival as it is only possibly to estimate τ, the relative delay
of a source between microphones.

The Generalized Cross Correlation, or GCC, is defined
by

�G[k] = X∗
1[k] · X2[k] (5)

in the frequency domain and

ψG[n] = F−1 {�G[k]} (6)

in the time domain where F−1 is the Inverse Fourier Trans-
form, X1 and X2 are x1 and x2 in the frequency domain, k =
0, . . ., N − 1 is the frequency bin number, and |*| denotes
the complex conjugate. The delay, τ, is estimated by finding
the position of the maximum of the output function, where

τ = arg max
n

ψG[n]. (7)

It is well known that the GCC is susceptible to uncorre-
lated noise and reverberation that can reduce the accuracy
of the estimation and it is an open problem to improve the
robustness of the method [2,6, 16,17]. An accurate and sta-
ble estimation of delay is imperative to reduce errors in
the subsequent usage of the estimation. For example it is
important in comb filter estimation as sudden changes in
the estimated delay produce audible artifacts. There are a
variety of weighting functions suggested in the literature.
The most commonly used is the Phase Transform, which
has been shown to improve performance in noisy and rever-
berant conditions [18,19]. The Phase Transform uses only
the phase of the GCC in the frequency domain to become
the GCC-PHAT. Therefore Eq. (6) becomes

�P [k] = X∗
1[k] · X2[k]∣∣X∗
1[k] · X2[k]

∣∣ (8)

in the frequency domain and

ψP [n] = F−1 {�P [k]} (9)

in the time domain. The delay is estimated by

τ = arg max
n

ψP [n]. (10)

The GCC-PHAT calculates the difference in phase between
each microphone signal in the frequency domain before
being transformed back to the time domain to estimate the
delay. This method is used because the delay between two
signals is contained within the phase difference. The shift
theorem states that when a signal is delayed, a linear phase
component is added. The slope of the linear phase is equal

to the delay, otherwise known as group delay. The Discrete
Fourier Transform X2 of the microphone signal x2 is

X2[k] =
N−1∑
n=0

w[n]x2[n]e− jωk n (11)

where ωk = 2πk/N and w is a window function. Assuming
a rectangular window function where w[n] = 1, using Eq.
(4) this becomes

X2[k] =
N−1∑
n=0

x1[n − τ]e− jωk n (12)

= e− j(n−τ)ωk X1[k] (13)

The term e− j(n−τ)ωk is the linear phase �[k] introduced to
the output spectrum which can be calculated by

�[k] = arg(X2[k]) − arg(X1[k]) (14)

that is also performed in Eq. (9). It should be noted that
this is equivalent to estimating the impulse response and
applying the PHAT, which is the technique recommended
in [7].

Techniques exist to estimate the delay simply by cal-
culating the gradient of the linear phase term [20]. This
technique is highly susceptible to uncorrelated noise and
requires smoothing of results. Other methods exist for using
just the phase to estimate the delay [21,22] although these
have been shown to exhibit poor performance. Work in [23]
outlines a method for estimating delay using a combination
of frequency content and phase offset but is specific to a
certain type of signal.

Studies in [24] and [25] suggest that with a harmonic
input signal the Phase Transform is detrimental to the delay
estimation accuracy and outline a method for varying the
degree in which the Phase Transform is applied, depending
on how harmonic the signal is. We address this claim and
it is discussed with analysis in Section 3.

1.3 Windowing
The GCC-PHAT is still commonly used in the same form

as when first introduced in [3]. It has consistently been
shown to perform adequately, and therefore no significant
adaptations of the algorithm have been widely accepted.

The main variables that can be changed in the algorithm
are the weighting function, window shape, window size, and
hop size. This paper uses the Phase Transform weighting
function. The window shape used with the DFTs in the
GCC-PHAT has not been discussed in the literature and is
an important, often overlooked stage of the calculation. This
section proceeds to investigate the effect different window
shapes have on delay estimation and how this relates to
musical signals.

The GCC-PHAT requires that the Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT) of each microphone signal is calculated
over a discrete window of data. It is common for the data to
be weighted with a function such as the Kaiser or Hamming
window. A survey of the literature on delay estimation
suggests no justification for the window function chosen.
Research into speech source localization [20] uses phase
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differences to calculate delay and mentions the use of a
Hann window in preceding work [26]. An overview of de-
lay estimation methods [2] uses the Kaiser window for the
cross correlation. Other works use the Hann window [9,27]
or the Hamming window [28] without justification. Work
into the differences on perception of synthesized speech
using either magnitude or phase spectrum [29] compares
two window functions, rectangular and Hamming. The
GCC-PHAT relies on accurate phase measurement, but
this work does not provide an explanation for how the
Hamming window changes the phase and therefore alters
the result compared to the rectangular window. Other
examples using the GCC-PHAT in the literature do not
describe the window function used.

As each window function has its own characteristics,
such as the type of spectral leakage that occurs, this may
affect the delay estimation, and the window function should
not be an arbitrary decision. A theoretical study of the ef-
fect of window function on delay estimation [30] leads to
the conclusion that the error is independent of the window,
if the window is sufficiently wide. In reality, the window
size is restrained by computation and sufficiently large win-
dows are not necessarily available. It also does not discuss
the effect that the input signal has on delay estimation.
Other work investigates the effect window side lobes have
on multifrequency signal measurement [31] but does not
detail how this affects the phase, which is significant when
discussing time delay. In this paper we provide a novel
theoretical and experimental analysis of the effect of win-
dow shape on delay estimation accuracy with real, arbitrary
musical signals.

Section 2 of this paper investigates the considerations
that need to be taken to gain maximum efficiency from the
GCC-PHAT through window shape selection and how the
input signal affects the accuracy of the delay estimation.
Section 3 provides an analysis of the theory on window
shape selection using simulated and real recordings. Section
4 concludes the paper and offers recommendations on the
best practices for performing delay estimation of musical
signals.

2 WINDOWING AND SIGNAL BANDWIDTH

As mentioned previously, the GCC-PHAT estimates the
linear phase shift between X1 and X2 with the individual
phase shift θk of each frequency bin k linearly related with
the sample delay τ. Taking Eq. (8) and assuming X1 and X2

are full bandwidth signals with significant data for all k, the
phase difference using the GCC-PHAT then becomes

�P [k] = e jθk = e− jωτ (15)

The inverse DFT yields the final result

ψP [n] = 1

N

N−1∑
k=0

e− jωτe jnωk (16)

= 1

N

N−1∑
k=0

e j(n−τ)(ω−ωk ) (17)

=
{

1 if n = τ

0 if n �= τ
(18)

that is equal to Eq. (9) and the delay can be accurately
estimated as τ. For Eq. (15) to hold, θk has to be correct for
all values of k.

A real signal, such as musical signals, will not be full
bandwidth. Different instruments produce notes that oc-
cupy different areas of the frequency spectrum. Percussive
instruments may produce a more noise-like sound that oc-
cupies a large part of the spectrum whereas a harmonic
instrument, such as a flute, will only produce harmonics of
a fundamental frequency. There will also be a limit to the
range of notes it can produce and therefore the fundamental
frequency.

In the extreme case of this, taking a single complex si-
nusoid s = ejωn where ω = 2πl/N, l is an integer 0 ≤ l < N
and sθ = ej(ωn+θ) we know from the shift theorem that

Sθ[k] = e jθS[k] (19)

where S is s in the frequency domain. S will have a single
non-zero value when k = l. Hence when k �= l

S∗
1 [k] · S2[k]∣∣S∗
1 [k] · S2[k]

∣∣ �= e jθ (20)

as this leads to division by 0 therefore it is undefined.
The delay cannot be simply estimated from the value of

θ as this is only correct for when k = l so gives no context as
to the slope of the phase and thus the corresponding delay
in samples.

In Eq. (19), s is assumed to contain an integer number of
periods within N. Spectral leakage occurs when the input
signal contains a non-integer number of periods within the
window. This is often the case with real signals. The result of
this is that for a single sinusoid the frequency domain signal
is no longer a delta function but resembles the frequency
spectrum of the particular window.

The spectral leakage also implies that all values of k will
be defined, which is not the case in Eq. (20). If s = ejωn

where ω = 2πl/N and l is not an integer then all k will
be defined and the GCC-PHAT can be calculated. Despite
this, the correct delay will still not be estimated as the phase
from the nearest value of k to l will spread into neighboring
bins. If θk = θ for all k due to the leakage, Eq. (15) does not
hold. As θk is a single value, the slope is 0. Therefore the
delay estimate is 0, which is incorrect.

The more values of θk that are the correct estimate of
real phase difference, the more likely the estimation of
delay will be correct. The errors are caused by spectral
leakage and become more apparent when considering a
real signal as a sum of sinusoids at different amplitudes
and frequencies. This is due to the interference between
side lobes of high amplitude sinusoids and low amplitude
sinusoids that is also known to effect multifrequency signal
measurement [31]. If a sinusoid is of lower amplitude than
the side lobe of another sinusoid in the frequency domain it
will be distorted or completely masked in both magnitude
and phase.
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It stands that if the bandwidth of the signal is increased,
with more higher amplitude sinusoids, more values of θk

will be correct. Equally, if the side lobes are lower amplitude
either by the window shape producing lower maximum
amplitude side lobes or having a steeper side lobe roll off
rate, then less lower amplitude side lobes will be masked
and accuracy will be improved.

From this we hypothesise that delay estimation accuracy
is dependent on the incoming signal bandwidth and the
characteristics of the window shape chosen.

3 ANALYSIS

This section outlines an experimental analysis with sim-
ulated and real musical signals of how the bandwidth of
the input signal and the window used when performing the
GCC-PHAT affects the accuracy of the subsequent delay
estimation.

3.1 Bandwidth Limited White Noise
The variation between musical signals in the frequency

domain can be simplified as stating that different instru-
ments will produce sounds that occupy different areas of
the frequency spectrum with different bandwidths. The ef-
fect this has on the GCC-PHAT can be observed under
controlled conditions, not taking into account amplitude or
temporal changes, by using filtered white noise as an input
signal. This was used as an input to simulate microphone
signals by duplicating the filtered input signal and delaying
the duplicate by 10 samples at 44.1 kHz sampling rate. The
audio excerpts were 10 seconds in length.

The white noise was filtered using low pass, high pass,
and band pass 4th order Butterworth filters centered at
11.25 kHz to investigate whether the centroid of the spec-
trum altered the accuracy. For each execution of the sim-
ulation the bandwidth of the 3 filters was altered. In the
case of the low and high pass filters the cut off frequency
was altered to achieve the desired bandwidth. The band-
width of each filter was then varied between 50 Hz and Fs

2
where Fs is the sampling frequency. The delay was esti-
mated at each execution with the GCC-PHAT using 7 of
the most common window shapes: Blackman, Blackman-
Harris, Flat Top, Gaussian, Hamming, Hann, and rectan-
gular, with a frame size of 2048 samples. The accuracy is
determined as a percentage of frames over the 10 second
sample in which the delay was estimated correctly with an
error of ±2 samples.

Fig. 3 shows the results using the rectangular window.
It can be seen that for all filters at the same bandwidth the
results are similar and the point at which 100% accuracy
is achieved is the same for all filters. This leads to the
conclusion that the centroid of the spectrum has only a
minor effect on the accuracy of delay estimation. Therefore
the low pass filter results are used for the analysis in the
rest of the paper.

Fig. 4 shows the results for all windows tested for the low
pass filter with increasing bandwidth. This shows that each
window offers a different level of performance in delay
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Fig. 3. Accuracy of delay estimation as a percentage of correct
frames with an error of ±2 samples using a rectangular window
with increasing bandwidth using low pass, high pass and band
pass filter centred at 11.25 kHz.

estimation and therefore the choice of window should not
be trivial. The rectangular window reaches 100% accuracy
at a bandwidth of 5937 Hz, whereas the Blackman window
reaches 100% accuracy at a bandwidth of 128 Hz. The
accuracy increases as bandwidth increase for all window
shapes.

Table 1 shows the mean accuracy for each window shape
over all bandwidths ranked in descending order from most
accurate to least accurate. The side lobe height, side lobe
roll-off, and start and end values are also shown. The win-
dow shapes with a 60 dB/decade side lobe slope outperform
the windows with 20 dB/decade slope. The Blackman win-
dow also appears more accurate than the Hann window by
4% since it has a lower side lobe maximum height. The ac-
curacy of the windows that do not taper to 0 then decreases
according to the start value. This confirms the hypothesis
that windows with a steeper side lobe roll off slope or lower
side lobe maximum height result in higher accuracy.

To explain this further, Fig. 5 shows the GCC-PHAT
output using a rectangular window and equivalent phase
spectrum for white noise low pass filtered with a cut off
frequency of 1000 Hz using a 4th order Butterworth filter
and unfiltered white noise delayed by 10 samples. Fig. 5a
shows the GCC-PHAT output of the low pass filtered and
unfiltered white noise. The unfiltered GCC-PHAT shows
a very clear peak at the delay value of 10 samples. The
filtered GCC-PHAT has a peak at the correct delay value
but also a peak at 0, which is the maximum and therefore the
estimated delay. It is not possible to simply ignore the values
at τ = 0 when performing the GCC-PHAT as it is possible
that no delay occurs and these need to be estimated. This is
explained by examining the corresponding phase spectrum
in Fig. 5b. The unfiltered example shows a distinct linear
phase whereas the filtered example shows linear phase for
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Fig. 4. Accuracy of delay estimation as a percentage of correct frames with an error of ±2 samples using a selection of windows with
increasing bandwidth using a low pass filter.
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Fig. 5. The GCC-PHAT output and corresponding unwrapped
phase spectrum of unfiltered and low pass filtered white noise.

the pass band of the filter, up to 1000 Hz, but in the cut
band of the filter the phase is horizontal, corresponding
to the significant 0 peak in the GCC-PHAT output. This
is a result of the higher amplitude spectral leakage of the
rectangular window. With the Blackman or Hann windows
this does not occur and hence the GCC-PHAT output is the
same for both filtered and unfiltered signals.

3.2 Real Recordings
The window shapes being evaluated were tested on real

recordings. The recordings were made using two micro-
phones placed at arbitrary distances from a loudspeaker to
incite a delay between the microphone signals and were
recorded in an acoustically treated recording studio. In this
paper we assume the sources are point sources to primarily
investigate the effect of source bandwidth on delay estima-
tion accuracy rather than the effect of different instrument
sound transmission.

The microphone signals were analyzed using the GCC-
PHAT with various window shapes. Twenty different musi-
cal audio samples were tested, each of 30 seconds in length.
The audio samples were a selection of instrument record-
ings that occupy different frequency ranges.

Table 1. Mean accuracy over all filter bandwidths for low pass filtered noise for each
window shape showing window features.

Mean accuracy Maximum side lobe Side lobe roll-off Start/end
Window (%) height (dB) (dB/decade) value

Blackman 90.74 −58.1 60 0
Hann 86.67 −31.5 60 0
Blackman-Harris 71.00 −71.5 20 6.00 × 10−5

Flat Top 61.34 −93.6 20 −4.2 × 10−4

Gaussian 43.00 −43.3 20 4.3 × 10−2

Hamming 40.82 −42.7 20 0.08
Rectangular 32.85 −13.3 20 1
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Fig. 6. Delay estimation accuracy for 20 audio excerpts using a rectangular window plotted against spectral spread.

The bandwidth of each audio sample was measured by
calculating spectral spread, or standard deviation, defined
by

σ =
√√√√ 1

N

N−1∑
k=0

(|X [k]| − μ)2 (21)

where

μ =
N−1∑
k=0

|X [k]|. (22)

and X is the input signal x in the frequency domain. The
spectral spread was estimated over the whole duration of
the audio sample.

Figs. 6 and 7 show the accuracy of delay estimation for
each audio sample plotted against the spectral spread. Fig. 6
shows the results of delay estimation using the rectangular
window and Fig. 7 the results using the Hann window. In
Fig. 6 it is apparent that as the spectral spread (and thus
the bandwidth of the signal) increases the accuracy of the
delay estimation increases. As expected, this is not the case
for the Hann window, which gives the better performance
for all test audio samples, although 100% accuracy is not
achieved due to the recording environment.

This can be further explained by analyzing the estimation

data over time of different inputs. Figs. 8a and 8b show
the output of the GCC-PHAT using a rectangular window
showing the delay estimation for each frame of data of
two example audio samples, a bass guitar and an acoustic
guitar. The estimation for the bass guitar is inaccurate with
the correct delay rarely being estimated and an estimate of
0 is more likely. This is due to that shown in Fig. 5. In
comparison, the acoustic guitar estimates a delay of either
0 or the correct delay per frame. All signals processed with
the Hann window show an improvement in accuracy toward
100%.

Fig. 9 shows the mean estimated delay and standard devi-
ation over the entirety of each audio excerpt. For the Hann
window the mean delay for every instrument is within 1
sample of the correct value, indicated by a horizontal dashed
line. In the rectangular window case, only the shaker and
tambourine audio excerpts result in a mean delay within 1
sample of the correct value. This agrees with the result in
Fig. 6, where these excerpts exhibit the highest accuracy in
the rectangular window case.

From Fig. 9 it can be seen that the standard deviation for
the rectangular window is higher for every instrument un-
der test than the Hann window. There is a mean decrease in
standard deviation using the Hann window over the rectan-
gular window of 26.65. This means the spread of estimated
delays for the Hann window is much smaller and around
the correct mean, thus showing the accuracy of the Hann
window is higher than the rectangular window but that also
the error of the Hann window is lower.

Fig. 10 shows the mean accuracy of all 20 test record-
ings for frame sizes from 128 samples to 8192 samples for
each window shape. There is a general trend of increasing
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Fig. 7. Delay estimation accuracy for 20 audio excerpts using a Hann window plotted against spectral spread showing accuracy > 99%.
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Fig. 8. Output of the GCC-PHAT using the rectangular window
shown as delay estimation for each frame of data. The dashed
horizontal line indicates the correct delay.

accuracy as frame size increases. This is expected since with
increasing frame size there is more data available to per-
form the GCC-PHAT. But the differences in performance
from each window remains even at large frame sizes.

Table 2 shows the mean of all frame sizes for each
window. The results follow a similar trend as that for the
filtered white noise. The Hann and Blackman windows

provide the highest accuracy with a side lobe roll of 60
dB/decade followed by windows with low amplitude side
lobes. The rectangular window continues to perform the
worst.

The MATLAB code and audio data for the analysis are
freely available.1 The audio data is available under a Cre-
ative Commons license.

4 CONCLUSION

This paper has investigated the effect of using the GCC-
PHAT to estimate the delay between microphone record-
ings of the same musical source for use in alignment and
comb filter reduction. It has been shown that considera-
tions need to be taken into account when applying delay
estimation to musical signals as opposed to speech signals
and recommendations have been made for best practice to
achieve the highest accuracy. Prior research is focused on
speech signals and does not address inaccuracies in delay
estimation using the GCC-PHAT with a variety of input
signals and arbitrary DFT window shape. This is important
for comb filter reduction as errors in delay estimation will
cause further flanging effects on the input sources.

We have shown that the window function used during the
GCC-PHAT calculation plays a large role in the ultimate
performance of the method, which had not previously been
examined in the literature. This is due to the interference
between frequency components with different amplitudes
caused by spectral leakage, leading to errors in the GCC-
PHAT calculation. This interference is greatest when the

1https://code.soundsoftware.ac.uk/projects/gccphat-
windowing
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Table 2. Mean accuracy over all audio excerpts and frame sizes for each window shape
showing window features.

Mean accuracy Maximum side lobe Side lobe roll-off Start/end
Window (%) height (dB) (dB/decade) value

Hann 90.52 −31.5 60 0
Blackman 86.24 −58.1 60 0
Blackman-Harris 84.58 −71.5 20 6.00 × 10−5

Gaussian 76.11 −43.3 20 −4.2 × 10−4

Flat Top 73.49 −93.6 20 4.3 × 10−2

Hamming 70.57 −42.7 20 0.08
Rectangular 40.14 −13.3 20 1

input signal is of a narrow bandwidth and when the window
function has high amplitude side lobes with a shallow roll
off. A theoretical analysis has been presented, leading to
the conclusion that window functions which reach 0 at the
extremities will offer the greatest performance.

An experimental analysis of simulated and real musical
signals was outlined that shows that the higher the band-
width, or spectral spread, of an input signal, the higher
the accuracy of the delay estimation. A number of window
functions were compared and it was found that the Hann
or Blackman windows offer the greatest performance for
all input signals, resulting in 100% accuracy of simulated
signals and 50% increase in accuracy for real low band-
width audio excerpts compared to the rectangular window,
the worst performing window function.
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